
1. Introduction
The Earth's magnetosphere-ionosphere system can be greatly affected by abrupt changes in the solar wind 
dynamic pressure. For example, the sudden increase in the solar wind dynamic pressure associated with a fast 
interplanetary shock can cause significant compression of the magnetosphere. Consequently, a positive geomag-
netic sudden impulse (SI+) can be observed using ground-based magnetometers (e.g., Araki,  1994). Several 
phenomena can result from the compression of the magnetosphere. For example, the intensification of auroral 
luminosity can be found first near local noon, and then the intensification propagates to the nightside along the 
dawn and dusk flanks of the auroral oval (Meurant et al., 2003; Zhou & Tsurutani, 1999; Zhou et al., 2003). The 
sudden increase of the solar wind dynamic pressure can also induce traveling convection vortices (TCVs), which 
are east-west aligned pairs of oppositely directed flow vortices (Friis-Christensen et al., 1988). Once generated, 
the TCVs propagate tailward away from local noon in the high-latitude ionosphere with a speed of several km/s 
(Friis-Christensen et al., 1988; Glassmeier et al., 1989; Lühr et al., 1996). The ionospheric flow vortices associ-
ated with TCVs have been observed by incoherent scatter radars (Lühr et al., 1996; Valladares et al., 1999) and 
Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radars (Kataoka et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2011, 2015, 2023; 
Lyatsky et al., 1999).

Though there exist many studies on the ionospheric effect due to the sudden solar wind pressure increase 
in the literature (Collis & Haggstrom, 1991; Schunk et al., 1994; Zou et al., 2017), studies on the impact of 
negative solar wind pressure pulses and magnetosphere expansion are quite rare. Early studies focused on 
the magnetic field perturbations related to the dynamic pressure decrease (Araki & Nagano, 1988; Takeuchi 
et al., 2002a). More recently, by using the SuperDARN King Salmon radar, Hori et al. (2012) reported pole-
ward propagating vortex-like flow structures in the evening sector (∼19 magnetic local time (MLT)) which 
were induced by a negative sudden impulse of the solar wind pressure. In another study, Zhao et al. (2016) 
reported a magnetospheric flow vortex that was driven by a negative solar wind dynamic pressure pulse. It 
has been found that the direction of the flow vortex was opposite to the scenario due to positive solar wind 
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pressure pulses. By using the ground-based all-sky imager, the enhancement of the auroral luminosity has 
been found in the dawnside (∼5 MLT) ionosphere in associated with an upward field-aligned current (FAC) 
(Zhao et al., 2019).

Besides the sudden changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure, another important mechanism that transfers 
momentum and energy to the magnetosphere-ionosphere system is magnetic reconnection (Dungey,  1961). 
The flux transfer event (FTE) is used to describe the transient, pulsed reconnection at the dayside magneto-
pause (Haerendel et al., 1978; Lockwood & Hapgood, 1998; Russell & Elphic, 1978, 1979). Southwood (1987) 
proposed a model to explain the ionospheric signatures of FTEs. In the Southwood model, a pair of field-aligned 
currents (FACs) with opposite direction is generated on the poleward and equatorward edge of the newly recon-
nected flux tube. The pair of FACs sets up a twin vortex flow pattern on both sides of the newly reconnected flux 
tube. Later, by using the fast azimuth sweeps of the EISCAT Svalbard radar (ESR), Rinne et al. (2007) found that 
the return flow of the newly reconnected flux never formed simultaneously in pairs. As a result, an asymmetric 
version of the Southwood FTE model was proposed, where the return flow only occurs on the poleward side of 
the newly reconnected flux tube and this was termed as reversed flow event (RFE) (Moen et al., 2008; Rinne 
et al., 2007).

In this study, we report an event of ionospheric flow vortex in the morning side ionosphere. As will be shown 
later, this event is likely driven by an abrupt, step function like decrease in the solar wind dynamic pressure. The 
used instruments and data sets are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents the event in detail, following by a 
summary and discussion in Section 4.

2. Instrumentation and Data Set
In this study, we use the European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) Svalbard Radar (ESR) in Longyearbyen, the 
SuperDARN radar in Hankasalmi, Finland, and Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver in Ny-Ålesund.

The ESR in Longyearbyen (78.15°N, 16.02°E; magnetic latitude (MLAT) 75.43°N) consists of a 32-m steerable 
antenna and a 42-m static field-aligned antenna (azimuth = 182.1°, elevation = 81.6°). The basic ionospheric 
properties such as the electron density (Ne), electron temperature (Te), ion temperature (Ti), and line-of-sight 
ion velocity (Vi) can be obtained from both antennas (e.g., Wannberg et al., 1997). On 3 December 2011, the 
ESR 32 m antenna was operated in a fast azimuth scan mode from 6:30 to 8:30 UT to study the RFEs (Carlson 
et al., 2002; Rinne et al., 2007). The 32-m antenna beam moved between azimuth angles of 180° and 300° at an 
elevation angle of 30° and was alternating between clockwise and anticlockwise motion. With the highest allowed 
azimuthal scan speed of 0.625°/s, the radar beam completes one 120° azimuthal scan in 192 s. The selected pulse 
code taro allows for simultaneous transmission and receiving of signals by both antennas. The stored data resolu-
tion is 6.4 s, which results in 30 adjacent radar beam directions in one complete azimuthal scan. For the data from 
the ESR 42 m antenna, the data are analyzed using GUISDAP with integration time of 64 s.

For the ionospheric drift velocities, we use the data from the coherent scatter high frequency (HF) radar in 
Hankasalmi (62.3°N, 26.6°E) from SuperDARN (Greenwald et  al.,  1995; Milan et  al.,  1999). The HF radar 
operates in 16 azimuthal beams that are separated by about 3.2°. By analyzing the backscatter echoes from 
field-aligned ionospheric irregularities, the line-of-sight Doppler drift velocity, spectral width, and power can 
be obtained. We use the SuperDARN data at the FITACF level, which is a commonly used routine to process 
SuperDARN auto-correlation functions (see e.g., Ribeiro et al., 2013).

The solar wind data from the OMNI database are used to present the upstream solar wind conditions (King & 
Papitashvili, 2005). The OMNI interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is presented in the geocentric solar magne-
tospheric coordinates. The Sym-H index and AE indices in 1-min resolution is used to show the global magnetic 
response to the solar wind variations. The Sym-H and AE indices were obtained from the World Data Center for 
Geomagnetism at Kyoto University (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/).

The GPS data in Ny-Ålesund (78.9°N, 11.9°E) is taken from the International Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) Service. The Receiver Independent Exchange Format (RINEX) format data in 1-s resolution is down-
loaded from the high-rate data of NASA's Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS) https://cddis.
nasa.gov/archive/gnss/data/highrate/. The carrier phase observations at L1 and L2 bands are used to calculate the 
total electron content (TEC). In this study, we only use 1-s resolution TEC data from GPS satellite 31.
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3. Results
The event was observed on 3 December 2011 during the EISCAT campaign for the Norwegian sounding ICI-3 
rocket (Jin et al., 2017, 2019; Spicher et al., 2016). Figures 1a–1c present the upstream solar wind and IMF infor-
mation from the OMNI data set. The solar wind density (Figure 1a) decreased abruptly from 13 cm −3 at 6:39 UT 
to 3 cm −3 at 6:42 UT. This resulted in a sharp decrease in the solar wind dynamic pressure (Pdyn) from 4.9 nPa to 
slightly below 1 nPa (Figure 1b). The IMF was characterized by a sharp southward turn from 6:37 UT to 6:41 UT. 
The IMF By remained negative with decreasing magnitude. The AU, AL and AE indices are shown in Figure 1d. 

Figure 1. An overview of the solar wind, IMF, AE, Sym-H, and Kp indices from 6:00 to 8:00 UT on 3 December 2011. (a) 
The solar wind velocity (black) and proton density (Np, red); (b) the solar wind dynamic pressure; (c) the IMF strength (Bt, 
black), By (blue), and Bz (red) components; (d) AU (green), AL (blue), and AE (black) indices; (e) the Sym-H (red) and Kp 
(black shaded) indices. IMF = Interplanetary Magnetic Field.
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The AL index was relatively stable, while AE and AU slightly increased from ∼6:39 UT. The Kp index was 
stable at 2+, while the Sym-H index decreased quickly from 6:39 UT. The decrease of the Sym-H index was a 
response of the decrease of solar wind dynamic pressure and a decrease of the magnetopause current (Takeuchi 
et al., 2002b). We therefore consider 6:39 UT as the time when the solar wind pressure decrease arrived at the 
dayside magnetosphere.

Figure 2 shows the Doppler drift velocity in the field-of-view (FOV) of the Hankasalmi HF radar. The radar FOV 
was located in the morning sector (8–10 MLT). The enhanced poleward (red) ionospheric flow was first observed 
on the eastern side of the FOV around 68° MLAT and 10 MLT (Figure 2b). Then the enhanced flow moved pole-
ward and tailward toward earlier MLT. The first equatorward directed flow was observed at 6:41 UT (Figure 2d). 

Figure 2. The Doppler drift velocity observed in the field-of-view of the Hankasalmi HF radar with the time cadence of 1 min. The data is presented in magnetic 
latitude/MLT coordinates, with magnetic noon to the top and dawn to the right. In each panel, the radar beam 10 is marked. The black fan-shaped area is the 
field-of-view of the European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) Svalbard Radar (ESR) 32 m antenna. The white triangle is the location of ESR in Longyearbyen. The 
enhanced poleward ionospheric flow was first visible at 06:39 UT.
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This was a clockwise flow vortex as annotated by the arrowed cyan ellipse. The whole vortex flow moved west-
ward and entered the FOV of the scan mode of the ESR 32 m antenna as indicated by the black fan-shaped area on 
the westside of Svalbard. The data from ESR 42 m beam (field-aligned in the F region, azimuth 182.1°, elevation 
81.6°) is also available. The ESR radar site is annotated by a white triangle in each panel of Figure 2.

The radar beam 10 of the Hankasalmi radar is aligned with ESR (Figure 2a). The range-time plot of data from 
beam 10 is presented in Figures 3a and 3b, where the black dashed horizontal line shows the location of the ESR 
site. Figure 3a shows that the poleward directed ionospheric flow reached ESR around 6:45 UT, while the equa-
torward directed flow reached the ESR site around 6:52 UT. Note that there is a lack of HF backscatter around 
the ESR site, which could be due to not optimal propagation ray-path of the radar signal. Figure 3b shows the 
spectral width from beam 10, which shows that the flow vortex was associated with slightly enhanced spectral 
width. We present the ionospheric data from the ESR 42 m radar in Figures 3c–3e. The electron density profile 
shows a region of moderate high electron density (2.5 × 10 11 m −3) at ∼250–400 km between 6:30–6:40 UT. When 
the flow vortex reached near the ESR site, the electron density significantly decreased to around 1.5 × 10 11 m −3. 
Interestingly, there was a region of slightly increase (from 1.5 × 10 11 m −3 to 2.3 × 10 11 m −3 at ∼320 km) in 

Figure 3. Ionospheric data from the Hankasalmi HF radar and the EISCAT 42 m antenna. The Doppler drift velocity (a) and spectral width (b) from beam 10 of the 
Hankasalmi HF radar as a function of magnetic latitude (MLAT). The black horizontal dashed line shows the location of the ESR 42 m radar at 75.43° MLAT. The 
altitude profiles of electron density (c), electron temperature (d), ion temperature (e) from the field-aligned 42 m antenna.
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electron density around 6:51–6:53 UT. This was at the same time when the equatorward directed flow (blue) 
reached the ESR site (Figure 3a). The minor increase of the electron density was also associated with the slight 
increase in the electron temperature. As will be discussed later, this was likely associated with an auroral arc in 
connection to the flow vortex (Lühr et al., 1996). We also observed weak but identifiable ion temperature associ-
ated with the flow vortex. This was likely due to the impact of enhanced ion frictional heating during enhanced 
ionospheric flow. We note that the ESR 42 m antenna was equatorward of the main auroral oval when the flow 
vortex was observed (cf. Figure 5). As the IMF Bz turned southward, the main auroral oval expanded equator-
ward. The main auroral oval should arrive at the ESR site at about 7:07 UT as indicated by the abrupt increase in 
the electron temperature (Figure 3d). The ongoing soft precipitation also caused enhanced electron density and 
ion temperature.

The ESR 32 m radar was operating in a fast azimuthal scan mode at an elevation of 30° during this event. Figure 4 
shows the ion velocity in 6 azimuthal scans, which show the evolution of the flow vortex when it entered and left 
the FOV of ESR. Figure 4a shows the scan before the flow vortex entered the FOV of ESR. Figure 4b shows that 
the poleward directed flow first entered the southern part of the ESR FOV as indicated by the toward (blue) ion 
velocity. The inferred flow vortex is overlaid as an arrowed cyan ellipse in each panel. The equatorward directed 
flow entered the FOV in Figure 4c as indicated by away (red) ion velocity from the ESR 32 m radar. The vortex 
flow continued moving westward and it was barely visible during the scan time in Figure 4f. The flow shear 
between the positive and negative ion velocity was evidently visible in Figures 4c–4e.

It is also possible to obtain other plasma parameters from the scan mode of the ESR 32 m antenna. Figure 5 
shows the ionospheric parameters from the ESR 32 m antenna, which were averaged over altitudes 250–300 km. 
The data were scanned along fixed range gates and are presented as a function of MLAT. As one azimuthal scan 

Figure 4. Line-of-sight ion velocity (Vi) observed by the ESR 32 m antenna. Positive (red) velocities are away from the radar site. The scan time is shown on the top of 
each panel, where “cw” is clockwise and “ccw” is counterclockwise scan. The arrowed cyan ellipse indicates the flow vortex.
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takes 192 s, the time resolution is 192 s in the horizontal axis. The flow vortex can be seen from the ion velocity 
from blue (toward) near 6:42 UT and red (away) near 6:50 UT. The flow vortex is annotated by the arrowed cyan 
ellipse in Figure 5. Note that the measured ion velocity is the line-of-sight velocity along the radar beam, that is, 
it was mainly in the north-south direction below about 74° MLAT, and it became more aligned in the east-west 
direction above 74° MLAT (cf. Figure 4). Figure 5b shows the electron temperature data. The latitudinal profile 
of electron temperature can be used to identify the auroral boundary (Doe et al., 2001). The equatorward auro-
ral boundary was obtained by selecting the most equatorward electron temperature that exceeded 1800 K. The 
derived auroral boundary is plotted as a magenta line in Figures 5a and 5b. The auroral boundary shifted equa-
torward as a response to the southward turning of the IMF Bz. The equatorward auroral boundary reached 74.3° 
MLAT (ESR site) at around 7:07 UT. This was consistent with the sudden increase of the electron temperature as 
measured by the ESR 42 m antenna around the same time (Figure 3d). This justifies that the derived equatorward 
auroral boundary from the electron temperature data is valid. Notice that the flow vortex was equatorward of the 
equatorward auroral boundary when it was observed in the FOV of the ESR 32 m antenna. Figure 5c displays the 

Figure 5. The ionospheric parameters obtained from the ESR 32 m antenna by averaging the data from altitudes between 
250–300 km. Line-of-sight ion velocity (a), electron temperature (b), ion temperature (c), and electron density (d). In each 
panel, the magenta (black in panel c) line marks the equatorward auroral boundary as derived from the electron temperature 
data by selecting the equatorward boundary at Te = 1,800 K. The arrowed cyan ellipse indicates the flow vortex.
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ion temperature, which shows moderate enhanced Ti in association with the flow vortex. However, the strong-
est ion temperature enhancement occurred in the auroral zone when there was a strong eastward flow near 75° 
MLAT around 7:10 UT. The averaged electron density between 250 and 300 km in Figure 5d shows a gradual 
decrease of electron density that was similar to the ESR 42 m data. Interesting, there was a weak increase of the 
electron density when the flow vortex was observed, and this coincided with a slight increase of the electron 
temperature (cf. Figure 4b).

4. Summary and Discussion
In this study, we have presented an event of ionospheric flow vortex that was triggered by a sudden decrease of 
the solar wind dynamic pressure. The flow vortex was observed in the morning sector (8–10 MLT and 65°–75° 
MLAT). The 2-D morphology of the flow vortex was clearly observed by both the Hankasalmi coherent scatter 
HF radar and the azimuthal scan mode of the ESR 32 m radar. The flow vortex was first seen in the eastern FOV 
of the HF radar, and then it propagated poleward and westward into the FOV of the ESR. When the flow vortex 
arrived near the ESR site, a gradual decrease of the electron density was observed by the field-aligned 42 m radar. 
When the equatorward directed ionospheric flow reached the ESR site, weak and visible increases in the electron 
density and electron temperature were observed. This impact was likely caused by soft electron precipitation 
associated with the flow vortex (Doe et al., 2001; Lühr et al., 1996). The azimuthal scan mode of the ESR 32 m 
radar at low elevation angle (30°) allowed us to measure key ionospheric parameters over a larger area (6° in 
MLAT and 120° in azimuthal angle). Velocity shear associated with the flow vortex was clearly visible in 3 scans 
(3 × 192 s = 9.6 min). The latitudinal scan of the electron temperature at 250–300 km was obtained in order to 
proxy the equatorward auroral boundary. Apparently, the flow vortex was located in the subauroral region in the 
morning sector (cf. Figure 5). This is consistent with the studies of magnetic signature of TCVs, that is, the TCV 
center is located in the closed field line within the region of plasmasheet (Moretto & Yahnin, 1998).

In the dayside polar ionosphere, the impact of soft particle precipitation and the solar EUV radiation can be easily 
distinguished from each other. For example, soft particle precipitation can be easily seen from pulsed electron 
temperature enhancements near the dayside cusp region. This is a distinctive feature from the electron heating by 
the sunlight, which is a smooth increase of electron temperature with increasing solar elevation angle. We also 
note that during this day, the ESR was in the darkness. See also Figure 7 of Lorentzen et al. (2010) during a similar 
day of year (8 December 2008), which shows that ESR was in the darkness. The solar photons were not expected 
to affect the electron temperature around 07 UT for our event. This suggests that the electron temperature can be 
used to proxy the OCB around the cusp ionosphere. According to the Newell's model (Newell et al., 2007), the 
OCB location should be around 78° MLAT for dΦ/dt = 1,000 at around 6:37 UT. This is very consistent with the 
proxy of OCB obtained from enhanced Te. As it often happens, the sudden decrease of the solar wind dynamic 
pressure occurred in association with the orientation change of the IMF, that is, the sudden decrease in the solar 
wind dynamics pressure was associated with a southward turning of the IMF Bz. However, we can rule out the 
contribution of the southward turning of the IMF due to two reasons: (a) the flow vortex occurred equatorward 
of the auroral boundary, and it originated at lower latitudes and moved poleward and westward; while the FTE 
induced flow occurs near the open/closed field line boundary and propagates poleward; (b) the FTE driven flow 
is poleward during negative Bz (Cowley & Lockwood, 1992; Southwood, 1987), and this contradicts with the 
equatorward directed flow in the flow vortex. Note that this is also different from the reversed flow event (RFE) 
in the cusp ionosphere (Jin et al., 2019; Moen et al., 2008; Rinne et al., 2007). The RFE is interpreted as the return 
flow on the poleward side of the newly reconnected flux tube in the cusp region (see Figure 7 in Jin et al., 2019). 
On the contrary, the equatorward return flow of the flow vortex occurred on the equatorward side in our event. In 
addition, the reversed flow event occurs on the open field line region, while the present event occurred in closed 
field line. Actually, a series of reversed flow events were indeed observed in the cusp ionosphere later this day 
(see e.g., Jin et al., 2019), but they were not related to the event in this study.

There are a few studies that focused on the impact on the ionospheric response to SI+ and TCV. For exam-
ple, Kataoka et al. (2003) observed transient production of F-region irregularities during the passage of TCV. 
Valladares et al. (1999) observed electron density depletion by a factor of two associated with a TCV event. The 
decreased electron density was explained by the fast ionospheric flow and ion frictional heating with subsequent 
increased recombination rate. In our event, we also observed a decrease of electron density (from 2.5 × 10 11 m −3 to 
1.5 × 10 11 m −3) during the passage of the flow vortex. The ion temperature was also enhanced. This indicates that 
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the decrease of electron density should be related to fast fows, as suggested 
by Valladares et al. (1999) and Ogawa et al. (2001).

Unlike the impact of solar wind dynamic pressure increases, the impact 
of solar wind dynamic pressure decreases are relatively less studied in the 
literature. Zhao et  al.  (2016) observed magnetospheric flow vortex driven 
by a negative solar wind dynamic pressure pulse, where the observed vortex 
rotated in a direction opposite to the case due to positive solar wind dynamic 
pressure pulses. The negative solar wind pressure can induce FACs in the 
dawn and dusk sectors by Region 2 sense FACs, that is, it flows out of (into) 
the ionosphere in the dawnside (duskside) (Zhao et al., 2016).

Based on the previous literature and our observations, we summarize the 
observation scenario in Figure  6. The clockwise ionospheric flow vortex 
was observed in the morning side ionosphere and it was equatorward of the 
main auroral oval. Due to the fast flow (or flow shear) associated with the 
flow vortex, the electron density was significantly depleted within 10 min. 
The clockwise flow vortex was connected to the magnetosphere through an 
upward FAC, which was associated with an auroral arc due to accelerated 
electron precipitation. The soft precipitation caused weak enhancement of 
ionospheric density and electron temperature. Note that in our interpretation 

Figure 6. Schematics of the observation scenario. The observed clockwise 
ionospheric flow vortex is equatorward of the main auroral oval, and it is 
associated with an upward field aligned current (FAC) and downward electron 
precipitation. OCB = open/closed field line boundary.

Figure 7. The observations from the ESR 32 m antenna and the vertical GPS TEC data from Ny-Ålesund (NYA). The line-of-sight ion velocity (a), electron density 
(b), and the electron temperature (c) from the scan of the ESR 32 m antenna. The pierce point of PRN31 at an altitude of 300 km is plotted as an asterisk in each panel. 
(d) The 1-Hz resolution VTEC (red) and its moving average (black) from PRN31 tracked in Ny-Ålesund.
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(Figure 6), the auroral arc is detached from the dayside auroral zone (OCB). This is similar to the observations 
by Lühr et al. (1996). However, Kim et al. (2017) presented a “throat” aurora-like event during the passage of 
a TCV event (where the aurora associated with TCV is connected to the cusp auroral region). The existence of 
throat aurora is not contradictory to our explanation. In the “classical” view, the dayside OCB is smooth roughly 
at constant MLAT. However, Han et al. (2019) showed that the dayside OCB can be quite irregular by using 2-D 
auroral images instead of the traditional keogram or Meridian Scanning Photometer in the 1-D sense. Unfortu-
nately, we do not have ground-based optics (due to the cloud coverage) to indicate the linkage of flow vortex to 
throat aurora (Kim et al., 2017) or discrete auroral arc equatorward of cusp as in Lühr et al. (1996). Therefore, 
we still utilize the classical view of smooth OCB and magnetopause boundary (similar to Lühr et al. (1996) and 
Glassmeier et al. (1989)) and show that the flow vortex is equatorward of the classical OCB. It remains an open 
question whether the auroral arc associated with the clockwise flow is a detached arc or the aurora is connected to 
the cusp auroral region (i.e., throat aurora). Further studies are needed to give a detailed description of the connec-
tivity of the FAC related auroral arc with respect to the cusp aurora.

We note that our observations are in the morning sector. The scenario should be opposite in the dusk sector. 
For example, Liu et al. (2011) presented an event of decreased auroral intensity in response to an interplanetary 
shock in the afternoon sector from Zhongshan Station in the Antarctic. This is explained by the downward 
FAC in the afternoon sector at the beginning of the sudden commencement. Zhao et al. (2019) showed obser-
vational evidence for enhancement in auroral intensity caused by FACs under solar wind dynamic pressure 
decrease. Shi et al. (2020) proposed that the auroral intensity can be increased or decreased in different regions 
for upward or downward FACs caused by solar wind dynamic pressure increase and decrease. A model is 
summarized and presented in Shi et al.  (2020). Later on, Zhao et al.  (2021) showed observational evidence 
for different variations in auroral intensity caused by FACs under solar wind dynamic pressure increase. Note 
that the illustration of the global response to sudden changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure proposed by 
Shi et al. (2020) was mainly based on observations in the magnetosphere. Therefore, this present study of the 
responses of the ionospheric vortex caused by sudden pressure decrease represents an important support for the 
global picture of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system. Given the observational feature in the ionosphere, this 
phenomenon should also be detectable by using ground-based GPS TEC data. For example, Jin et al. (2016) 
presented an event showing the global TEC response of the auroral ionosphere due to the sudden increase of 
the solar wind dynamic pressure associated with an interplanetary shock. The fast anti-sunward propagation of 
TEC enhancements due to shock-induced aurora was observed. Similarly, we show that it is also possible to 
detect the TEC response due to the solar wind pressure decrease by coordinated observations. Figures 7a–7c 
show the ion velocity, electron density and electron temperature during the azimuthal scan at 6:48:59–6:52:11 
UT. The ionospheric parameters during other azimuthal scan times can be found in the Supporting Informa-
tion S1 (Figures S1–S3). The pierce point of PRN31 tracked from Ny-Ålesund is shown as an asterisk, which 
was located near the flow shear during this scan. The pierce point is projected to an altitude of 300 km accord-
ing to the electron density profile in Figure 3c. Figures 7b and 7c show moderate electron density as well as 
noisy and enhanced electron temperature. The minor increase in the electron density and temperature can be 
also seen from Figures 3c and 3d as well as Figures 5b and 5d. However, due to the noisiness of the ESR data, 
it is difficult to conclude whether the electron density and temperature indeed increased near the flow shear. 
Figure 7d shows the 1-Hz resolution GPS TEC data from PRN31 (red) and its moving average (black) in a slid-
ing window of 15 min. Clearly, the TEC data shows gradual decrease from 6:40 UT onward. There was a minor 
increase in the TEC data from 6:48:30 UT to 6:52 UT. This was the time when PRN31 was located near the 
flow shear during the scan in Figures 7a–7c. The minor TEC increase (∆TEC ≈ 1 TECu, where 1 TECu = 10 16 
electrons/m 2) was likely caused by the auroral particle precipitation near the flow shear. This confirms that 
the weak increases in electron density and electron temperature by the ESR should be real. This also demon-
strates that it is possible to detect the ionospheric effect due to sudden solar wind dynamic pressure decrease 
by using the GPS TEC data. By using the global distributed networks of GPS receivers (Jin et al., 2016), one 
can investigate the propagation and evolution of the associated ionospheric effect. This provides another alter-
native data set (in addition to magnetometers and optical auroral data) to study the response and evolution of 
the magnetosphere-ionosphere system due to the impact of the negative solar wind pressure pulse. Such studies 
will be explored in future investigations.
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Data Availability Statement
The IMF and solar wind data are provided by the NASA OMNIWeb service (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov). 
EISCAT is an international association supported by research organizations in China (CRIRP), Finland (SA), 
Japan (NIPR and STEL), Norway (NFR), Sweden (VR), and the United Kingdom (NERC). Data from EISCAT 
can be obtained from the Madrigal database https://eiscat.se/. SuperDARN is a collection of radars funded by 
national scientific funding agencies of Australia, Canada, China, France, Japan, South Africa, United Kingdom, 
and the United States of America. The SuperDARN data can be obtained from http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-index.
php. The GPS data can be obtained through https://cddis.nasa.gov/archive/gnss/data/highrate/.
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